ACCESSIBILITY AND INDEPENDENCE

THE DROP DOWN SUPPORT RAIL, IT’S GOT LEG(S)!

Be-Line® drop-down support rail with leg

650mm rails available

Also available in 850mm

Metallised anthracite or
matte white support rails
Ref. 511962W

The DELABIE Group, an expert in accessibility in public places, having already presented us with
the Be-Line® drop-down, removable support rail, now offers the drop-down support rail with a leg;
meeting the need for safety and accessibility in all installations.

Drop-down rails also
available without legs

Design & Well-being
DELABIE continues its quest to deliver design for all
with its Be-Line® range, demonstrating a combination
of comfort and aesthetics in public places. Be-Line®
removes the stigmatising and medical aspects
of accessible equipment designed for those who have
temporarily, partially or permanently lost their autonomy.
Designing pleasant and accessible washrooms is a
challenge that the Be-Line® drop-down support rail rises
to admirably. Its design-led concept features clean lines
and a discreet aesthetic to blend naturally into washroom
spaces. Available in metallised anthracite or matte white
powder-coated aluminium, this drop-down rail provides
a strong visual contrast with the wall, adapting to all
decorative styles.
Safety and Living well
The Be-Line® drop-down, removable support rail has
a rounded profile which, combined with an ergonomic flat
front face, prevents rotation for an optimal grip. In addition to
its safety pack comprising a 10-year warranty, CE mark, and
testing to over 200kg, this Be-Line® drop-down rail
has a leg which offers additional security to the user when
a wall fixed version is insufficient. This leg also provides
instant reassurance for people with reduced mobility who
find using washrooms outside of the home a complicated
and sometimes even frightening experience.

This Be-Line® drop-down support rail takes up minimal
space when in the raised position.
Since it is removable, it can also reduce the number
of support rails installed in establishments which offer
temporary accommodation such as hospitals and hotels.
The support rail is therefore installed when required
by the user, and when it is removed, it can be replaced by a
cover.
For everyone
The design of this drop-down support rail transcends
generations and can be used by anyone, regardless of
their age or degree of autonomy. In public and commercial
buildings, the user is unknown, so it is necessary to
provide accessible equipment that can be used in every
eventuality.
The Be-Line® range, which includes the drop-down rails
as well as grab bars and shower seats, aims to deliver
a feeling of well-being and living well by making
the shared use of all sanitary spaces more pleasant,
whether they are showers, toilets or washbasins.

PRODUCT BRIEF / THE DROP-DOWN SUPPORT RAIL, IT’S GOT LEG(S)!
The DELABIE Group, an expert in accessibility in public places, introduced the new Be-Line® drop-down, removable support rail a few months
ago, now it has unveiled a version with a leg. Combining aesthetics and comfort, design and discretion, well-being and safety,
this drop-down support rail with leg is not only suitable for all users - the elderly, people with reduced mobility or disabled people - but also
for those installations which require additional reinforcement.
Images available on our website delabie.com, in the PRESS section

DELABIE, manufacturer’s expertise
DELABIE, a 100% family-owned French company, founded in 1928, is the European market leader in water controls and sanitary equipment for public and commercial places.
The company offers five product ranges specifically for this market: Commercial water controls, Hospital water controls, Accessibility and Hygienic accessories, Stainless steel
sanitary ware and Specialist water controls.
Over 2,000 DELABIE manufactured items, including international references, are exported from its factory in France to more than 90 countries.
The company has 9 subsidiaries worldwide: Germany, Austria, Benelux, United Kingdom, Spain, Portugal, Poland, United Arab Emirates (Dubai) and China (Hong-Kong).
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